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not to the Raven groupis not found among'i»e Tlingit, wbo put*the raven totem
in the group of'ýhe same name. Other reasons seem to indicate that the totem
systémi of the American tribes, while spreading over this part of the continent,
has undergone various altprations in accommodating itself to local circumstnceS,
and even taken new lines of development. It has fully maintained its social
importance in binding' together the members of clans in close union by the tie of
birth. Every, Indian looked for and found hospitality and protectioù in a houme
where he saw his own totem figured, and if he wer takea ca#tive in war his

lansmnen would ransom bum. Clearly discernible alseis the effect of the law of
exogamy in compelling intermarriageb the g tus holding th whole
people insolidarity. But while the usual tracing of clanship is by descent on the
female side, some follow the mole line, and among the Raidas themeves customs of'
adoption cause combinations of clanship. On 4he religions side, the animistic
theories of theR aides have led to a special development of the totem theory. It
is to be clearly understood that the Haida and Tlingit (as also the Tshiumshianand
Heiltsuk) do not consider themselves, as is so common in America, to be descendants
of the totem. The Tlingit hold that souls of ancestors are re-born in children, that
a mn will be born again as a maft, a wolf as a wolf, a raven s a raven. Notwith-
standing this the kind of animals which belong to the c1àn as totem or cret are
oounted as their relatives and protectors, as when Indians of the Wolf gens or
group will pray to the wolves, « We are your relations, pray don't hurt us! There
are rules against eating the toteni animale, but apparently not against killing them;
an Indian of the wolf totem goes wolf hunting like any other man. The notion
usual elsewhere that the oennectioif between the totem species of animals and the
totem clan of men is one of mixed generation or creation or somewhat of the sur,
between animals and men is, among these tribes, replaoed by the doctrine of a buman
ancestor having had an adventure with some mythic or divine being by which, in
gift or commemoration, he acquired the totem or treet which became bereditary in
his eclan. It seems not unreasonable to consider this a special modification of the
totem theory, made to fit with the belief in famàiy descent by means of transmigra-
tion of ancestral souls. This doctrine of the totem.myth is tihe key to the interpreta-
tion of such totem monuments as that which is now under anideration. It is not
enough to identify the animals represented as totems, but recoursé muet be had to
the episode of its origin, which the sculptor commemorated in a way familiat to
the Indian mind.

The post is surmounted by a group of threa sitting figures, whose rank is
shown by their wearing the so-called " chiefs hat." The oçiginal form of this
head-dress may be the native basketry bat, which pss into a wooden helmet
surmounted by a cylindrical turret, the number of diviins (ail) indicating the
wearer's rank or dignity, and being id to represent the numberof potlatches or feasta
given by the wearer. It is now only worn in ceremonjal dances, but its repre-
sentation is frequent in paintings andscarvings. It may be this kind of hat which
is referred to in the Tlingt and Haida deluge myth, whe. the uncle of the divine


